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London 1916 by Arte Form is a stunning new collection of bathroom brassware which can adapt to either a 
classic or contemporary bathroom design, enhancing the feeling of luxury with its subtle design ethos.

Crosshead Basin Mono Mixer in Polished Nickel
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Lever Classic Floorstanding Bath Shower Mixer in Chrome

Above: Crosshead Basin Mono Mixer in Satin Brass

Left: Lever Basin 3 Hole Deck Mixer in Chrome

London 1916: Design
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The London 1916 range takes its inspiration from the Edwardian period of English design that bridged the
gap between the grandeur of Victorian times to the more pared back designs of the Art Deco movement.

The ceramic indices and levers 
feature a subtle cream crackle glaze 
that adds to the authentic feel of the 
design – each piece is lovingly hand 
finished in Staffordshire, an area of 
the UK renowned for it’s generations 
of skilled ceramics craftsmen.

Satin Brass Polished Nickel

Chrome

London 1916 is available in
three distinctive finishes: 

Satin Brass has the subtle sheen
of brushed brass, but will not
age or patina over time. 

Polished Nickel has a warm
golden hue that will gently
patina over time. 

Chrome is the traditional finish
for bathroom fittings and is both
stylish and hard wearing.

London 1916: Technology
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London 1916 combines the external aesthetic and hand finished craftsmanship of the Edwardian age with the latest 
technological improvements, such as the EasyBox system – a revolutionary installation system that allows for simple, 
worry free fitting of built in parts within the wall.

Traditional materials such as brass and ceramic combine with the latest 
innovations in production. Computerised design and machining working 
alongside experienced craftsmen completing the final polishing stages by hand. 
All of the London 1916 range is manufactured in Lead Free Brass, which is just 
one part of our mission to develop products that are efficient, design led and 
have sustainable production at their core.
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Available in Chrome, Polished Nickel or  
Satin Brass, each of the three finishes 
offer a distinct personality, enhancing the 
luxury of your environment with pieces 
that will stand the test of time.  

At the heart of the London range are 
components sourced from internationally 
renowned producers such as Vernet 
thermostatic cartridges, Fluhs ceramic disc 
flow controls and Neoperl aerators. 

The confidence that come from using such 
proven and reliable components allows 
Arte Form to offer a 15 year guarantee* 
against any manufacturing defects.

* See Terms & Conditions for full details of guarantee

The WRAS logo is an internationally recognised
quality certificate that has been awarded to 
many Arte Form products and components.*

* Details on individual products/ranges available on request



London Lever
Featuring beautiful cream crackle-glazed ceramic levers, handcrafted in the UK.
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BASIN MONO MIXER
With pop up waste
Minimum pressure 0.2bar LP
H:128mm P:121mm

LDL.121CDP      Chrome £255
LDL.121PDP      Polished Nickel £295
LDL.121EDP      Satin Brass £355

BASIN CLOAKROOM PILLAR TAPS
Without waste 
Minimum pressure 0.2bar LP
H:104mm P:91mm

LDL.122CDN     Chrome £205
LDL.122PDN     Polished Nickel £255
LDL.122EDN     Satin Brass £295
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BASIN 3 HOLE DECK MIXER
With pop up waste
Minimum pressure 0.2bar LP
P:125mm

LDL.123CDP Chrome £385
LDL.123PDP      Polished Nickel £455
LDL.123EDP      Satin Brass £495

BASIN 3 HOLE WALL MIXER
Without waste
Minimum pressure 0.2bar LP
P:175mm/235mm

Required Parts:
EB.123W Built in part £175

External Trim 175mm spout:
LDL.123CWN Chrome £220
LDL.123PWN Polished Nickel £270
LDL.123EWN Satin Brass £370

External Trim 235mm spout:
LDL.143CWN       Chrome £260
LDL.143PWN     Polished Nickel £310
LDL.143EWN     Satin Brass £410

BIDET MONO MIXER
With pop up waste
Minimum pressure 0.2bar LP
H:121mm P:107mm

LDL.221CDP      Chrome £265
LDL.221PDP     Polished Nickel £295
LDL.221EDP    Satin Brass £395

BASIN 3 HOLE DECK MIXER SWIVEL SPOUT
With pop up waste
Minimum pressure 0.2bar LP
H:325mm P:200mm

LDL.143CDN   Chrome £425
LDL.143PDN      Polished Nickel £475
LDL.143EDN      Satin Brass £525
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BATH WALL FILLER
Minimum pressure 0.2bar LP
P:150mm 

LDL.322CE     Chrome £295
LDL.322PE    Polished Nickel £375
LDL.322EE    Satin Brass £425

BATH DECK FILLER
Minimum pressure 0.2bar LP
P:150mm 

LDL.332CD     Chrome £395
LDL.332PD    Polished Nickel £475
LDL.332ED    Satin Brass £525

BATH WALL SHOWER MIXER
Minimum pressure 0.5bar MP
P:150mm 

LDL.322CE-2     Chrome £495
LDL.322PE-2 Polished Nickel £595
LDL.322EE-2    Satin Brass £695

BATH DECK SHOWER MIXER
Minimum pressure 0.5bar MP
P:150mm 

LDL.332CD-2     Chrome £595
LDL.332PD-2  Polished Nickel £695
LDL.332ED-2    Satin Brass £795
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BATH 4 HOLE DECK SHOWER MIXER
Minimum pressure 1bar HP

LDL.324CD-2     Chrome £745
LDL.324PD-2  Polished Nickel £895
LDL.324ED-2    Satin Brass £1095

BATH 5 HOLE DECK SHOWER MIXER
Minimum pressure 1bar HP
P:210mm

LDL.325CD-2     Chrome £895
LDL.325PD-2  Polished Nickel £1095
LDL.325ED-2    Satin Brass £1295

BATH WALL SPOUT
Minimum pressure 0.5bar MP
P:180mm

LDL.351CW-180    Chrome £175
LDL.351PW-180    Polished Nickel £215
LDL.351EW-180  Satin Brass £275

BATH DECK SHUT OFF VALVES
Deck mounted
Minimum pressure 0.5bar MP

LDL.312CD         Chrome £275
LDL.312PD         Polished Nickel £325
LDL.312ED         Satin Brass £385

BATH 2 HOLE WALL MIXER
Recessed wall mounted
Minimum pressure 0.5bar MP

Required Parts:
EB.312W      EasyBox built in part  £175

LDL.312CW  Chrome      £175
LDL.312PW  Polished Nickel £195
LDL.312EW  Satin Brass £295
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CLASSIC FLOORSTANDING
BATH SHOWER MIXER
Minimum pressure 1bar HP
H:997mm P:175mm 

LDL.342CF-2     Chrome £895
LDL.342PF-2  Polished Nickel £1095
LDL.342EF-2    Satin Brass £1295

GRANDE FLOORSTANDING
BATH SHOWER MIXER
Minimum pressure 1bar HP
H:920mm P:335mm Spout 220mm

LDL.343CF-2    Chrome £2495
LDL.343PF-2 Polished Nickel £2995
LDL.343EF-2   Satin Brass £3495
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EXPOSED MANUAL BATH 
SHOWER MIXER 3 OUTLET
Minimum pressure 1bar HP
H:1760mm P:160mm Spout 

LDL.345CE-3    Chrome £1095
LDL.345PE-3  Polished Nickel £1295*
LDL.345EE-3  Satin Brass £1595*

*Special order - 8 weeks lead time

RECESSED MANUAL BATH 
SHOWER MIXER 3 OUTLET
Minimum pressure 1bar HP
Spout 180mm
 
LDL.346CR-3    Chrome £1295
LDL.346PR-3 Polished Nickel £1595
LDL.346ER-3 Satin Brass £1895
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MANUAL SHOWER
MIXER 2 OUTLET
Minimum pressure 1bar HP

LDL.445CR-2    Chrome £1120
LDL.445PR-2   Polished Nickel £1420
LDL.445ER-2  Satin Brass £1720



London Crosshead
The distinctively slim cross head design is the epitome of Edwardian style
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BASIN MONO MIXER
With pop up waste
Minimum pressure 0.2bar LP
H:128mm P:121mm

LDC.121CDP      Chrome £255
LDC.121PDP      Polished Nickel £295
LDC.121EDP      Satin Brass £355

BASIN CLOAKROOM PILLAR TAPS
Without waste 
Minimum pressure 0.2bar LP
H:104mm P:91mm

LDC.122CDN     Chrome £205
LDC.122PDN     Polished Nickel £255
LDC.122EDN     Satin Brass £295
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BASIN 3 HOLE DECK MIXER
With pop up waste
Minimum pressure 0.2bar LP
P:125mm

LDC.123CDP     Chrome  £385
LDC.123PDP      Polished Nickel £455
LDC.123EDP      Satin Brass £495

BIDET MONO MIXER
With pop up waste
Minimum pressure 0.2bar LP
H:121mm P:107mm

LDC.221CDP      Chrome £265
LDC.221PDP     Polished Nickel £295
LDC.221EDP    Satin Brass £395

BASIN 3 HOLE WALL MIXER
Without waste
Minimum pressure 0.2bar LP
P:175mm/235mm

Required Parts:
EB.123W Built in part £175

External Trim 175mm spout:
LDC.123CWN Chrome £220
LDC.123PWN Polished Nickel £270
LDC.123EWN Satin Brass £370

External Trim 235mm spout:
LDC.143CWN      Chrome    £260
LDC.143PWN    Polished Nickel £310
LDC.143EWN     Satin Brass £410

BASIN 3 HOLE DECK MIXER SWIVEL SPOUT
Without waste
Minimum pressure 0.2bar LP
H:325mm P:200mm

LDC.143CDN    Chrome £425
LDC.143PDN     Polished Nickel £475
LDC.143EDN      Satin Brass £525
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BATH WALL FILLER
Minimum pressure 0.2bar LP
P:150mm

LDC.322CE     Chrome £295
LDC.322PE    Polished Nickel £375
LDC.322EE    Satin Brass £425

BATH DECK FILLER
Minimum pressure 0.2bar LP
P:150mm

LDC.332CD     Chrome £395
LDC.332PD    Polished Nickel £475
LDC.332ED    Satin Brass £525

BATH WALL SHOWER MIXER
Minimum pressure 0.5bar MP
P:150mm

LDC.322CE-2     Chrome £495
LDC.322PE-2  Polished Nickel £595
LDC.322EE-2   Satin Brass £695

BATH DECK SHOWER MIXER
Minimum pressure 0.5bar MP
P:150mm 

LDC.332CD-2     Chrome £595
LDC.332PD-2  Polished Nickel £695
LDC.332ED-2    Satin Brass £795
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BATH 4 HOLE DECK SHOWER MIXER
Minimum pressure 1bar HP

LDC.324CD-2     Chrome £745
LDC.324PD-2  Polished Nickel £895
LDC.324ED-2    Satin Brass      £1095

BATH 5 HOLE DECK SHOWER MIXER
Minimum pressure 1bar HP
P:210mm

LDC.325CD-2     Chrome £895
LDC.325PD-2  Polished Nickel £1095
LDC.325ED-2    Satin Brass £1295

BATH WALL SPOUT
Minimum pressure 0.5bar MP
P:180mm

LDL.351CW-180    Chrome £175
LDL.351PW-180      Polished Nickel £215
LDL.351EW-180    Satin Brass £275

BATH 2 HOLE WALL MIXER
Recessed wall mounted
Minimum pressure 0.5bar MP

Required Parts:
EB.312W  EasyBox built-in part    £175

LDC.312CW        Chrome       £175
LDC.312PW        Polished Nickel £195
LDC.312EW        Satin Brass £295

BATH DECK SHUT OFF VALVES
Deck mounted
Minimum pressure 0.5bar MP

LDC.312CD         Chrome £275
LDC.312PD         Polished Nickel £325
LDC.312ED         Satin Brass £385
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CLASSIC FLOORSTANDING
BATH SHOWER MIXER
Minimum pressure 1bar HP
H:997mm P:175mm 

LDC.342CF-2     Chrome £895
LDC.342PF-2  Polished Nickel £1095
LDC.342EF-2    Satin Brass £1295

GRANDE FLOORSTANDING
BATH SHOWER MIXER
Minimum pressure 1bar HP
H:920mm P:335mm Spout 220mm

LDC.343CF-2     Chrome £2495
LDC.343PF-2  Polished Nickel £2995
LDC.343EF-2    Satin Brass £3495
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EXPOSED MANUAL BATH 
SHOWER MIXER 3 OUTLET
Minimum pressure 1bar HP
H:1760mm P:160mm Spout 

LDC.345CE-3    Chrome £1095
LDC.345PE-3  Polished Nickel £1295*
LDC.345EE-3  Satin Brass £1595*

*Special order - 8 weeks lead time

RECESSED MANUAL BATH 
SHOWER MIXER 3 OUTLET
Minimum pressure 1bar HP
Spout 180mm
 
LDC.346CR-3    Chrome £1295
LDC.346PR-3 Polished Nickel £1595
LDC.346ER-3  Satin Brass £1895
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MANUAL SHOWER
MIXER 2 OUTLET
Minimum pressure 1bar HP

LDC.445CR-2    Chrome £1120
LDC.445PR-2   Polished Nickel £1420
LDC.445ER-2  Satin Brass £1720



London Showering
Timeless designs combined with the latest showering technology for the ultimate showering experience.
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EASYBOX THERMO VALVE 2 OUTLET         
Recessed 2 way diverter
Minimum pressure 1bar HP
H:200mm W:130mm 

Required Parts: 
EB.522-2D Built in part £345

External Trim Set: 
LD.522C-2D Chrome £400  
LD.522P-2D    Polished Nickel  £525
LD.522E-2D    Satin Brass  £745

EASYBOX THERMO VALVE 3 OUTLET                   
Recessed 3 way diverter                             
Minimum pressure 1bar HP
H:200mm W:130mm 

Required Parts: 
EB.522-3D Built in part £355

External Trim Set: 
LD.522C-3D Chrome £440  
LD.522P-3D    Polished Nickel  £560
LD.522E-3D    Satin Brass  £775

LONDON SLIDE RAIL KIT 
Minimum pressure 0.5bar MP
H:750mm             

KT.123C Chrome £295
KT.123P Polished Nickel £355
KT.123E Satin Brass £415
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LONDON SHOWER HEAD
Minimum pressure 0.5bar MP
W:250mm             

SH.248C-250 Chrome £275
SH.248P-250 Polished Nickel £335
SH.248E-250 Satin Brass £385

LONDON HAND SHOWER KIT
Minimum pressure 0.5bar MP

SH.616C  Chrome £195
SH.616P   Polished Nickel £245
SH.616E     Satin Brass £275

SHOWER WALL ARM ROUND 
W:400MM           

SH.411C-400 Chrome £70
SH.411P-400 Polished Nickel £135
SH.411E-400 Satin Brass £135

LONDON PULL OUT HAND 
SHOWER KIT
Minimum pressure 0.5bar MP

SH.649C  Chrome £355
SH.649P   Polished Nickel £425
SH.649E     Satin Brass £495

SHOWER CEILING ARM ROUND
100mm /200mm / 300mm

Chrome
SH.511C-100/200/300 £55/£65/£75

Polished Nickel
SH.511P-100/200/300 £65/£75/£85

Satin Brass
SH.511E-100/200/300 £80/£90/£95

ROUND REINFORCING KIT
       

SH.413C  Chrome  £15

ADJUSTABLE BODY JET
W:50mm P:60mm
Minimum pressure 1bar HP

SH.819C  Chrome  £95
SH.819P Polished Nickel  £125
SH.819E  Satin Brass  £135
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EASYBOX SHOWER PACK 1                   
Minimum Pressure 1bar HP
2 outlet thermostatic valve
Fixed head, arm & hand shower kit 

LD.SP1C       Chrome              £1275
LD.SP1P       Polished Nickel      £1575
LD.SP1E        Satin Brass          £1875

EASYBOX SHOWER PACK 2                   
Minimum Pressure 1bar HP
2 outlet thermostatic valve
Fixed head, arm & slide rail kit

LD.SP2C       Chrome              £1375
LD.SP2P       Polished Nickel      £1675
LD.SP2E        Satin Brass          £1975

London 1916 Shower Packs are the quick 
and easy way to select our most popular 
combinations of showering products. 

All of the shower packs feature the new EasyBox 
installation system, which simplifies and speeds 
up the whole installation process. 

At the heart of the EasyBox thermostatic 
shower valve is the world renowned Vernet 
themostatic cartridge - providing safe and stable 
temperature control for the whole family. 

Classical style with modern technology.
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EASYBOX SHOWER PACK 3                  
3 outlet thermostatic valve
Fixed head & arm
4 adjustable body jets
Wall mounted hand shower

LD.SP3C       Chrome              £1695
LD.SP3P       Polished Nickel      £1995
LD.SP3E        Satin Brass          £2295

EASYBOX SHOWER PACK 4                  
3 outlet thermostatic valve
Fixed head & arm
Pull out hand shower
Bath overflow filler waste

LD.SP4C       Chrome              £1595
LD.SP4P       Polished Nickel      £1895
LD.SP4E        Satin Brass          £2195
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EXPOSED MANUAL BATH 
SHOWER MIXER 3 OUTLET
Minimum pressure 1bar HP
H:1760mm P:160mm Spout 

LDL.345CE-3    Chrome £1095
LDL.345PE-3  Polished Nickel £1295*
LDL.345EE-3  Satin Brass £1595*

*Special order - 8 weeks lead time

RECESSED MANUAL BATH 
SHOWER MIXER 3 OUTLET
Minimum pressure 1bar HP
Spout 180mm
 
LDL.346CR-3    Chrome £1295
LDL.346PR-3 Polished Nickel £1595
LDL.346ER-3 Satin Brass £1895
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MANUAL SHOWER
MIXER 2 OUTLET
Minimum pressure 1bar HP

LDL.445CR-2    Chrome £1120
LDL.445PR-2   Polished Nickel £1420
LDL.445ER-2  Satin Brass £1720
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EXPOSED MANUAL BATH 
SHOWER MIXER 3 OUTLET
Minimum pressure 1bar HP
H:1760mm P:160mm Spout 

LDC.345CE-3    Chrome £1095
LDC.345PE-3  Polished Nickel £1295*
LDC.345EE-3  Satin Brass £1595*

*Special order - 8 weeks lead time

RECESSED MANUAL BATH 
SHOWER MIXER 3 OUTLET
Minimum pressure 1bar HP
Spout 180mm
 
LDC.346CR-3    Chrome £1295
LDC.346PR-3 Polished Nickel £1595
LDC.346ER-3  Satin Brass £1895
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MANUAL SHOWER
MIXER 2 OUTLET
Minimum pressure 1bar HP

LDC.445CR-2    Chrome £1120
LDC.445PR-2   Polished Nickel £1420
LDC.445ER-2  Satin Brass £1720
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UNIVERSAL BASIN
CLICK CLACK WASTE
For basin with or without overflow
Round 60mm plug

WA.125C  Chrome  £50
WA.125P Polished Nickel  £90
WA.125E  Satin Brass  £90

TRADITIONAL SLOTTED
BASIN WASTE
For basin with overflow
Brass plug with chain and stay

WA.128C  Chrome  £25
WA.128P  Polished Nickel  £40
WA.128E  Satin Brass  £40

BASIN CLICK CLACK WASTE
WHITE CERAMIC PLUG
For basin with overflow
Round 60mm plug

WA.126WC  Chrome  £60
WA.126WP  Polished Nickel  £90
WA.126WE  Satin Brass  £90

TRADITIONAL BOTTLE
TRAP ROUND
With 300mm outlet pipe

BT.111C Chrome  £45
BT.111P  Polished Nickel  £135
BT.111E  Satin Brass  £135

90MM LOW LEVEL SHOWER WASTE
40mm outlet - 29lt/min
W:90mm D:60mm

WA.211C  Chrome  £75
WA.211P Polished Nickel  £95
WA.211E  Satin Brass  £95

UNSLOTTED BATH CLICK WASTE
For bath without overflow

WA.189C  Chrome  £75
WA.189P  Polished Nickel  £95
WA.189E  Satin Brass  £95
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SLIMLINE BATH CLICK CLACK WASTE
80cm overflow tube
WA.171C  Chrome  £75
WA.171P  Polished Nickel  £165
WA.171E  Satin Brass  £165

125cm overflow tube
WA.172C  Chrome  £85
WA.172P  Polished Nickel  £175
WA.172E  Satin Brass  £175

BATH WASTE AND TIDI PLUG
60cm overflow tube

WA.168C  Chrome  £35
WA.168P Polished Nickel  £55
WA.168E  Satin Brass  £55

RISE BATH CLICK CLACK FILLER
P:20mm 0.5bar MP
Extendable overflow tube 80mm-120mm

WA.195C  Chrome  £145
WA.195P  Polished Nickel  £245
WA.195E  Satin Brass  £245

BATH EXPOSED WASTE
WITH OVERFLOW

WA.167C  Chrome £155
WA.167P  Polished Nickel £225
WA.167E  Satin Brass  £225

BATH EXPOSED CLIK CLAK
WASTE & OVERFLOW

WA.165C  Chrome £195
WA.165P  Polished Nickel £265
WA.165E  Satin Brass  £265

BATH EXPOSED P TRAP
WASTE WITH EXTENSION

WA.211C  Chrome £145
WA.211P  Polished Nickel  £195
WA.211E Satin Brass  £195

London 1916: Wastes & Traps
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LONDON TOILET ROLL HOLDER
W:177mm P:80mm

LD.101C     Chrome £60
LD.101P    Polished Nickel £70
LD.101E   Satin Brass £85

LONDON SOAP DISPENSER 
H:175mm P:92mm  
Capacity:220ml

LD.303C     Chrome £145
LD.303P    Polished Nickel £175
LD.303E   Satin Brass £215

LONDON TUMBLER HOLDER
H:95mm P:140mm

LD.109C  Chrome  £80
LD.109P  Polished Nickel  £90
LD.109E  Satin Brass   £115
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LONDON ROBE HOOK
W:80mm P:70mm

LD.501C     Chrome £50
LD.501P    Polished Nickel £60
LD.501E   Satin Brass £75

LONDON TOWEL RING 
W:260mm P:157mm

LD.204C     Chrome £80
LD.204P    Polished Nickel £95
LD.204E   Satin Brass £115

LONDON TOWEL RAIL 350MM
W:340mm P:80mm

LD.201C     Chrome £85
LD.201P      Polished Nickel £100
LD.201E      Satin Brass £120

LONDON TOWEL RAIL 500MM
W:490mm P:80mm

LD.202C     Chrome £90
LD.202P      Polished Nickel £105
LD.202E      Satin Brass £130

LONDON TOWEL RAIL 650MM
W:665mm P:80mm

LD.203C     Chrome £105
LD.203P      Polished Nickel £125
LD.203E      Satin Brass £155

LONDON TOILET BRUSH HOLDER 

WALL MOUNTED
H:260mmw P:157mm

LD.104C     Chrome £115
LD.104P    Polished Nickel £135
LD.104E   Satin Brass £165

London 1916: Accessories
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NOTES
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PLANS
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DEFINITIONS 
In these conditions ‘the Company’ shall mean Arte Form Ltd, ‘the purchaser’ shall mean the 
person, firm or company to whom any quotation is addressed or with whom any contract is 
made and ‘the goods’ shall mean the goods and/or services agreed to be sold by the Company 
to the purchaser.

1. QUOTATION AND ACCEPTANCE
(a) All quotations are given and all orders are accepted on these terms which shall apply to the 

exclusion of and shall override any other terms stipulated or referred to by the purchaser whether 
in its order or any other document, or in any negotiations or communication or course of dealing 
established between the Company and the purchaser; 

(b) No modification or amendment of these terms or addition thereto shall be effective unless made 
in writing and signed by a director of the Company.

2. DESCRIPTION OF AND STATEMENTS AS TO 

GOODS
(a) Save where the goods are stated to be sold as complying with a recognised trade or industry 

standard, all descriptions, specifications, drawings and particulars of weights and dimensions 
submitted by the Company or otherwise contained in the Company’s catalogues, brochures, price 
lists, quotations and publicity materials are approximate only and the Company shall not be liable 
for their accuracy unless they are expressly incorporated into the contract in writing;

(b) These terms represent the entire agreement between the Company and the purchaser relating 
to the goods and such terms supersede and the purchaser shall not place any reliance upon any 
statements, recommendations and advice whether oral or in writing given (whether before or after 
the acceptance by the Company of the purchaser’s order) by the Company, its servants or agents 
as to any matter relating to the goods save where such statement, recommendations or advice is 
given in writing and signed by a director of the Company in response to a specific written request 
from the purchaser before or at the time of the Company’s acceptance of the order.

3. PRICES
Prices quoted by the Company are those in effect at the date of quotation. Unless otherwise 
agreed in writing, the Company reserves the right to increase prices when it accepts the 
purchaser’s order so as to reflect one or more of the following: 

(a) any variation that may have occurred in the costs of labour, materials, suppliers overheads and 
transport;

(b) any change in duty, tax, surcharge or levy of any kind whatsoever affecting the sale price of 
the goods;

(c) any cost to the Company resulting from delay by the purchaser in giving to the Company 
information sufficient to enable it to supply the goods or provide the services or resulting from 
any alteration made at the request of the purchaser in the specification of the goods or in the 
place to which they are to be delivered or shipped;

(d) any extra cost to the Company resulting from the goods being carried at the request of the 
purchaser by mode of transport more expensive than the Company’s normal form of transport.

4. PAYMENT
(a) Unless otherwise agreed in writing, the price for the goods will be due and payable on the last 

business day of the month following delivery;
(b) The Company shall be entitled to charge interest on any part of the price which is not paid in 

accordance with clause (a) at the rate per annum of 3% above the Base Rate of HSBC Bank Plc 
from time to time;

(c) Time of payment is of the essence and if the purchaser defaults in punctual payment of the price 
the Company shall be entitled to terminate the contract and recover the goods at the purchaser’s 
expense without prejudice to any further rights which the Company may have;

(d) Any default in payment of an invoice or an instalment payment on an invoice on the due date 
shall render the entire balance outstanding on all invoices from the Company to the purchaser 
immediately payable in full without demand being made notwithstanding any contrary provisions 
as to terms of payment in any one or all invoices;

(e) If the purchaser fails to give all instructions reasonably required by the Company and all necessary 
document, licences, consents and authorities for forwarding the goods or is unable to accept 
delivery of the goods at the time when the goods are due and ready for despatch or delivery 
or shall otherwise cause or request delay, the purchaser shall pay to the Company all costs and 
expenses, including storage and insurance charges incurred or arising from such delay during 
which, at the Company’s absolute discretion if its storage facilities permit, the goods will be 

stored at the purchaser’s sole risk. This provision shall be in addition to and not in substitution for 
any other payment or damages for which the purchaser may be liable in respect of his failure to 
take delivery at the appropriate date;

(f) The purchaser shall not be entitled to make any deduction from the price of goods which have 
been delivered to the purchaser in respect of any set off or counter-claim unless both the validity 
and the amount thereof have been expressly admitted in writing by the Company and such 
admission is signed by a director of the Company;

(g) In the absence of any specific appropriation by the purchaser, the Company shall have the right 
to appropriate any payment made by the purchaser towards the satisfaction of any invoice 
outstanding from time to time as the Company shall in its absolute discretion think fit.

5. DELIVERY
(a) Any time or date stated for delivery is given and intended as an estimate only and the Company 

shall not be liable for any loss or damage whatsoever resulting from any delay in delivery 
howsoever arising;

(b) Unless otherwise stated in writing delivery shall be deemed to take place upon the occurrence of 
the first in time of the following, namely: 
(i) the physical delivery of the goods to the purchaser at the Company’s works; 
(ii) the physical delivery of the goods to the purchaser’s carrier or agent for the purpose of 
transmission to the purchaser or his nominee; 
(iii) the physical delivery of the goods to the purchaser’s place of business or such other place as 
he may direct by the Company, its carrier or agent, the purchaser being responsible for unloading;

(c) Signature of the Company’s delivery note by any employee, representative or agent of the 
purchaser shall be conclusive proof of delivery;

(d) Where the contract provides for delivery by the Company, its carrier or agent: 
(i) any claims for non-delivery must be made in writing to the Company within three days of 
receipt of invoice or advice note whichever is the earlier; 
(ii) any claims in respect of goods damaged in transit or shortages in delivery must be made in 
writing to the Company within three days of delivery; shortages in delivery shall not give rise to a 
right to reject the goods delivered;

(e) The Company shall be entitled to make partial deliveries or deliveries by instalments and all the 
provisions of these terms shall apply to such deliveries;

6. PROPERTY AND RISK
(a) Risk in the goods shall pass to the purchaser at the time at which delivery takes place in 

accordance with clause 5 above and the purchaser shall be solely responsible for insuring the 
goods thereafter;

(b) The Company shall retain ownership of and title in the goods delivered until full payment has 
been made in respect of all such goods. Until such time the goods shall be: 
(i) stored separately from other goods in the possession of the purchaser;  
(ii) marked or otherwise rendered identifiable as being the property of the Company; 
(iii) held by the purchaser as bailee of the Company; 
(iv) held by the purchaser free from any charge, lien or other encumbrance;

(c) Provided the Company has not requested their return and notwithstanding that payment in full 
has not been made for all of the goods delivered, the purchaser as principal and not as agent for 
the Company shall be entitled to use the goods or offer for sale and sell them in the ordinary 
course of his business;

(d) Where the purchaser sells the goods prior to paying for them in full: 
(i) the Company shall be legally and beneficially entitled to the proceeds of sale; 
(ii) the purchaser shall hold the proceeds of sale on trust for the Company and shall not mingle 
them with other monies and shall not pay them into an overdrawn bank account; 
(iii) he shall deposit the proceeds of sale in a separate bank account, the location and number of 
which he has previously notified to the Company, and he shall not be entitled to use or deal with the 
proceeds of sale until payment in full for the goods has been made to the Company;

(e) The Company shall have the right at any time by its servants or agents to enter the purchaser’s 
premises where the goods are stored, or are thought the Company to be stored, so as to: 
(i) retake possession of the goods when the Company has requested their return and the 
purchaser has not immediately complied with the request, such retaking or return to be without 
prejudice to any other rights the Company may have arising there from; 
(ii) inspect the storage of the Company’s goods which have not been paid for in full; 
(iii) investigate and ascertain whether all these terms are being complied with;

7.GUARANTEE AND LIABILITY
Arte Form products have a 15-year guarantee. 

A 1-year guarantee on hoses and O rings.

Our products are guaranteed against manufacturing defects from the date of purchase until 
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the expiry of the relevant guarantee period shown above.

The guarantee is only valid if:

(a) The product is installed, used and maintained in accordance with the instructions and subjected 
to normal use.

(b) The defect is not due to use of an unsuitable or inadequate water or power supply.
(c) The defect is not due to accident, misuse, neglect or incorrect/inappropriate repair or damage 

caused by foreign objects or substances.
Under the guarantee period Arte Form will, at its option, offer to supply any replacement 
product (or component part) assessed to be defective. The guarantee is non-transferable to 
any subsequent owner.

All electrical components require installation by a qualified electrician and in the case of any 
claim certification will be required from the installer.

All claims under the guarantee should be notified in the first instance to our After-sales 
department. All claims must be accompanied by proof of purchase (sales receipt) from an 
official Arte Form dealer. The guarantee does not extend to any consequential loss or damage.

Save as provided herein and save in any case where death or personal injury has been caused 
by the Company’s negligence or any case where the Company is liable for a defect in the 
goods pursuant to Part 1 of the Consumer Protection Act 1987 or any statutory replacement 
thereof, the Company shall be under no liability whatsoever to the purchaser for any loss or 
damage whether direct, indirect or consequential arising out of any defect in, failure of or 
unsuitability for any purpose of the goods or any part thereof whether the same be due to 
any act, omission, breach of contract, negligence or wilful default in design, workmanship or 
materials or any other cause.

After repair or replacement, the relevant guarantee period will be calculated from the original 
date of purchase.

Arte Form operates a policy of continuous product development and therefore reserves the 
right to change the product, packaging and documentation specifications without notice.

Aftercare and Cleaning

We recommend cleaning the product surface every day by wiping it using a soft cloth 
and water (whether it be in a chrome, stainless steel or painted finish). Take care to dry 
immediately any drops or water build-ups since they may lead to the formation of limescale 
deposits that could be difficult to remove at a later time. 

Never use detergents, abrasives, solvents, chemicals, products containing muriatic acid, 
ammonia, acetone, bleach, household acids, various disinfectants, rough and/or metal scouring 
pads and/or sponges that may cause permanent damage to the product surface. (please refer 
to our website for further detail.)

Cartridges and Thermostats

Care should be taken, particularly in hard water areas, to ensure that both cartridges and 
thermostats are regularly cleaned.   

Failure to service these components can cause them to scale up and operate ineffectively and 
can invalidate the guarantee. 

This guarantee is in addition to and does not affect your statutory rights as a consumer.

8.RETENTION OF TITLE
Ownership of goods shall remain in the Company until full payment has been received for 
all goods comprised in this contract. If any goods are re-sold before payment is made the 
Company’s right of ownership shall be transferred to the proceeds of sale or to the claim for 
such proceeds. 

9.TERMINATION
The Company shall have the right forthwith to cancel the purchaser’s order if any of the 
following events occur and subject to enforcement of the Company’s rights to recover the 
goods and to receive payment of the price or damages, the contract shall be deemed to have 
terminated: 

(a) the purchaser commits any breach of its obligations to the Company;
(b) any distress or execution is levied upon any property of the purchaser;
(c) the purchaser makes or offers to make any arrangement or composition with creditors or commits 

any act of bankruptcy or insolvency;
(d) any resolution is passed or petition presented to wind up the purchaser;
(e) a receiver or administrator is appointed or any chargee takes possession of all or any part of the 

undertaking or assets of the purchaser;
(f) the purchaser stops payment or ceases or threatens to cease to carry on its business or to pay its 

debts as and when they fall due;
(g) any remittance for payment of the whole or any part of the purchase price of the goods is 

dishonoured by the purchaser’s bankers.

10. ASSIGNMENT
The purchaser shall not assign or transfer or purport to assign or transfer any contract to 

which these terms apply to any other person without the Company’s prior written consent. The 
Company reserves the right to subcontract the performance of the contract or any part of it.

11. FORCE MAJEURE
If the Company is prevented or delayed (directly or indirectly) from making delivery of the 
goods or any part thereof or from otherwise performing the contract or any part thereof 
by reason of war, embargo, riot, strike, lock-out, trade dispute, fire, breakdown of plant or 
machinery, inclement weather, interruption of transport, Government action, delay in delivery 
to the Company of any goods or materials, or by any cause whatsoever (whether or not of a 
like nature to the aforegoing) outside its control, it shall be under no liability whatsoever to 
the purchaser and shall be entitled at its option either to cancel the contract or without any 
liability to extend the time or times for delivery by a period equivalent to that during which 
such delivery has been prevented.

12. RETURNS PROCEDURE
Note to retailers: We do not operate a sale or return policy. However, in the event that you 
need to return products to us for any reason the following procedure should help to ensure 
that we handle your request efficiently.

Please note goods which are no longer required and that have been held by you for longer 
than three months from date of invoice cannot be considered for return and credit. A Collection 
Note should be emailed to our Collections Department:

• e-mail: collections@arteform.co.uk

We require the following details in order to process the necessary paperwork: Item stock code, 
finish and quantity of item(s) to be returned, the relevant Invoice Number or Delivery Note 
Number and the reason for return of the item(s). Our Collections Department will process the 
paperwork and after the collection request has been authorised, we will aim to collect the 
item(s) within 5 working days. You will also receive a Returned Goods Authorisation Note. The 
details of this note need to be checked and signed by you. If you have any queries whatsoever 
regarding the collection, please telephone our Collections Department.

All goods are to be suitably packaged before return to Arte Form Ltd, i.e. presentation boxes 
packed inside an outer box. Goods received back in anything other than re-saleable condition, 
may result in a request for credit being refused.

With the exception of faulty or damaged goods, all goods being returned will be subject to a 
25% re-stocking charge with a minimum £15 charge being applicable. If items are received 
damaged or faulty no charge is made for returning the goods to us. Please note: shortages 
and damages must be notified within 2 days of receipt of goods.

Notification outside of the 2-day period will void any claim. If, after our inspection, a product 
is found to be defective due to a manufacturing fault we will issue a credit or a free of charge 
replacement.

Our collections department will liaise with your designated contact, confirming the total 
number of boxes packed ready for collection and a mutually convenient collection date will 
be arranged.

12. CLAIMS FOR RE-FIXING
In the event that you have a claim for re-fitting or repair of a faulty product, please contact 
our Technical department on 01767 679172. All claims for re-fixing charges must be authorised 
by us before any work is undertaken. Claims for re-fixing that are made after work has been 
undertaken will be rejected.

PROPER LAW
The contract and these terms shall be government by English law and the purchaser shall 
submit to the sole jurisdiction of the English Courts.
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